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Summer 
Crush 

version 2.0 
 

[ a tank top for girly ] 
 
 

By, 

Jennifer Casa 
 

When you have a crush, you want to spend every waking moment together.  It’s great that girly wants 

to wear the Summer Crush halter you knit for her day after day, but eventually it will need washing.  

This tank top variation is the perfect compromise—change up the back, incorporate a dip-dyed yarn 

and the result is an entirely different look that girly is sure to love.  xoxo 

 

NOTE :: This tank top is a supplement to my Summer Crush pattern, which is available for 
sale in my shop—JCasa.etsy.com.  You will use that main pattern for the majority of the 
knitting, and then make changes as printed below.  Enjoy! 

 
—————————————————————————————————————————————- 

 

The size, measurements, needles, gauge, and notions all remain the same as in the original printed 
Summer Crush pattern.  This particular project is shown using 2 balls of Knit One Crochet Too [100% 
cotton; 196yd per 100g ball (color 574 magenta moss) - it worked up to exactly the same gauge. 
 

Here’s what you do: 
Complete the garment through the Bodice section on page 3 as printed in the Summer Crush pattern.  
You have now BO the front neck section with 58 st across the back on a holder/scrap yarn. 
With RS facing, leave 2 st on scrap yarn, K 54 st, leave remaining 2 st on scrap yarn. 
WS p1, p2tog, purl to last 3 st, p2tog, p1. 
RS knit. 
Repeat these two rows until 28 st remain. 
Then repeat the 5 row Seed Stitch Neck Decrease section as you did for the front (printed on page 3 in 
the Summer Crush pattern.  You have now BO the back neck section and are ready to do the straps. 
STRAPS :   Looking at the front (RS facing)… 
CO 40 st, then pick up and knit 18 st down the front left side, k the 2 st from the scrap yarn, pick up and 
knit 18 st up the back right side, CO 40 st (I like to turn my work and Knit-Cast On). 
Work 5 rows seed stitch and BO all st. 
Repeat on the other side for the second strap.  Finish according to pattern instructions and ENJOY! 

 
———————————————-—————————————————————————————————————————————- 

This pattern is intended for personal use only and is not to be used to make items for sale. 
Make them for your little ones and give them as gifts, but do not sell items made using this pattern. 

Thank you! 


